Adopting Agile

The biggest organizational
change since the assembly line
is here
By László Juhász and Imre Sztanó

N

ot only a new methodology has
emerged with Agile, it is the most significant
change in the corporate model since the
introduction of the assembly line a hundred years
ago. We already outlined its advantages in the first
part of our series. Those advantages may be
multiplied if we extend it to the organization as a
whole. But with the advantages the challenges will
multiply as well. Let's see a Hungarian case study
for implementing Agile at scale!
We've all admired when a flock of birds –
hundreds or even thousands of them – are flying
together in a whirling, ever-changing pattern,
twisting and turning in perfect harmony. It is
impressive as they are moving individually, but still
as a well-organized system. If they were to follow a
single leader, they would be too slow to do so. Each
bird decides independently which way to go, still,
they are flying in perfect synchrony. This
consistency enables them to make independent
decisions, and autonomy makes them fast and
flexible.
What does this to do with companies? Well, by the
end of the first part of our Agile series, we
concluded that the same speed, flexibility and
efficiency can be derived from the Agile teams'

self-reliance. These are such major positives that
they motivate managers to extend this operating
model to a broader level within the company or
even to the entire company – so that the firm
could become like a flock of birds.
In the course of this model change, employees
will face massive changes. That is because the
Agile methodology will rewrite a lot of things that
determine one's existence at an organizational
level at the workplace at a large company –
starting from who's sitting with whom, whom he
or she works with, how and who decides on
priorities and assignments, from whom he or she
receives feedback and evaluation. With the
introduction of Agile, a radically new
organization is created.
The significance of this change can be compared
to when Henry Ford started to use the assembly
line – the invention of Frederick Winslow Taylor,
the father of scientific management and Taylorism
– in his car factory in 1913. The assembly line
allowed the T-Ford to be manufactured in two and
a half hours instead of 12 hours, reducing the cost
of production radically. That's how the car
conquered the world as a means of transport. The
assembly line has revolutionized industrial
production.

We can safely say that what the assembly line was for
the 20th century is Agile for the 21st century, says
László Juhász, senior partner and managing
director of Boston Consulting Group in Budapest.
Individual companies may adapt to this major shift
at various pace and with diverse challenges.
Companies like Google, Spotify or Zappos, which
were born as digital natives, may overcome the
obstacles much easier. But how do we turn a
traditional, big company, an elephant, into a fastmoving, jumping cheetah? To do this, we have to
find our way among the many schools of Agile: the
Spotify model, LeSS, SAFe, Nexus, OSA and more.
Which one to choose? Should we decide for an
organization- or rather for a process-oriented
model?
At this point a lot of concepts are pouring onto you
suddenly, you don't know where to start. It is like a
jungle. It also takes time for you to find out which
method approaches agility from what aspect. In the
end, we proceeded on the basis of two main findings.
One is that it is not worth being hung up on which
methodology to choose, because at the end of the day,
they all lead to the same goal. The other is that
whichever we choose, it will certainly have an
organizational effect, stresses Imre Sztanó, CEO of
NN Insurance Hungary.
Even if we enter into debates with the fanatic
followers of one school or the other about which
one to follow, the good news is that success does
not primarily dependent on our choice. There are
differences between the methodologies as for their

focus, scope of the various roles, or the processes,
but they are all built on the same concept and help
to achieve the same outcome. Furthermore, no
matter which we will choose, we will need to tailor
the model to our own company.
Once we have cast our vote in favor of one of
them, success will depend on our consistent
implementation. Do not cherry-pick from the
different components of the various schools. This
consistency is indispensable especially when we
ourselves are learning what Agile is. Later on, safe
in the knowledge of the above, we may even build
our own model, as did NN Insurance Hungary.
NN started out with SAFe, one of the most
common organizational-level models, while LeSS
believers argued against it, saying that this system
“over-administers”. The arguments in favor of
SAFe included that a model with a more detailed
description could be more effective in a strictly
regulated industry such as insurance than a less
structured model.
Based on this, NN underwent an evolutionary
process that lead through several agile projects to
the summer of 2017, when the company's
complete IT development operations switched to
SAFe. This provided a new foundation to
development demand management, resource
planning, development methodology, and the
release management process.

Transition to agile yielded many
results and challenges already at
this stage for NN

The latter is a good example for the flexibility that
Agile offers. It became obvious in the course of
product development that the concept would have
required too many resources. Under the new
operating model, we were able to change direction
more quickly with the concept and successfully
take the product to market.

Managing development demands has become
more transparent. In the past, individual
needs often lived a separate life as they were
not handled in a single list along corporate
strategy. However, in Agile, thanks to
transparency, we have become able to
prioritize all development demands. Thus
teams and team members can always work
on the most important and most valuecreating task that has been jointly defined.

However, multiplication of the
benefits multiplies the challenges!
NN Insurance Hungary also faced this when it
started to implement Agile at the
organizational level.
Transparency that comes with Agile takes
some getting used to. Some people may feel
that the daily stand-ups and PI planning are
tools for stronger control and reporting rather
than the means to greater responsibility and
joint planning.

We have also seen a step forward regarding the
daily planning of development. Instead of the
regular six to 12 months, teams now have to
deliver a value-generating part, which can be
assessed on its own, of their large, comprehensive
task within three months. Well-defined iterations
and new planning forums such as program
increment planning (PI) – where the teams discuss
together the needs and resources – come into play
here.

One should also consider the attitude that this
kind of planning is difficult or difficult to
interpret in some non-business areas.
Furthermore, that even the competencies
necessary for this method needs to be built up
in the teams.

The delivery time of the developments shortened
as a result of the new operating model.

Another challenge is that we must be able to
attribute value to individual demands so that
we can prioritize development needs that
would reduce, e.g. new product and
operational risks.

Similarly, progress was considerable with large,
complex tasks such as the automation of
underwriting, which we already mentioned in the
first part of our series, as was with the
development of a new product for families with
children.
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When expanding Agile, we will have to
handle the problems of many more people
and areas and face new concepts and roles. In
fact, we also have to tackle parallel systems –
that some teams are already operating under
Agile while others are still working within the
traditional framework. This may pose a
challenge to their cooperation.

Cultural elements are at least as important
already at this stage as the methodology. We
mean the introduction of new behaviors, and
that every member of the organization should
share the new values and identify with the
Agile approach. However, consolidating them
is a time-consuming process that requires an
effort even after transition day both at the
individual and team levels.

Challenges related to the human aspect,
change management, and how we could help
employees adapt to the new working
environment are another entry on this list.

NN Insurance Hungary considered both the
positives and the hardships. It concluded that
it could create even greater value if it
extended Agile to the business areas – to the
entire value chain – so it would not maintain
two types of operations in parallel, whereas
IT already operated under an Agile
framework but the others did not. Although
SAFe offered a solution for extending agile
further, it has, instead, advanced with its own
company-specific agile system, with support
from BCG. The Hungarian company has
become the pioneer of Agile for the
international businesses of NN Group.

Finally, we need to emphasize the special role
of IT: an Agile at scale transformation cannot
be successful without a well-functioning IT.
(We will discuss this area in a dedicated part
of the series.)
Looking back to the Agile transformation of IT
development, we would do quite a number of
things differently today. We have discovered that
the preparation of the other areas is a crucial
element to the development of the IT functions,
as is their cooperation with IT. Communications
must be even more intensive and colleagues
should be involved even more so that they could
identify better with the changes. We took into
account all these experiences for the further
extension of Agile, says Imre Sztanó.

If we decide to bring Agile to the corporate level
– that is if we choose a scaled Agile model – we
will have to let go of the old routines such as who
sits where, how decisions are being made, where
is individual and group responsibility. Here,
multidisciplinary teams decide about the ideas
and how to proceed along the strategic goals,
László Juhász says.
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Arriving at this kind of autonomy is not easy,
but this is how the teams will be able to move
like a flock of birds, in unison but changing
direction swiftly if necessary.

We would like to draw three
lessons from the above:

“Be the change you wish to see” – no
methodology replaces the Agile attitude.
How do we turn an elephant into a cheetah?
What is a tribe, a squad and a chapter? How
do these constitute an organization? We will
show that in the third part of our series.

If we decide to extend the agile methodology
to the company as a whole, we must be aware
that this step brings a massive
organizational change.
Stick to the methodology, especially at the
beginning of the learning process! It is not
worth cherry-picking what you like from the
various parts of the different schools. We
must stay consistent during model selection
and implementation, always keeping in mind
cultural peculiarities.
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